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Homeowners who are 55 or over, severely disabled, or whose homes were destroyed by wildfire or
natural disaster, may transfer the taxable value of their primary residence to a replacement primary
residence …
▪ Anywhere in the state, regardless of the location
▪ Regardless of the value of the replacement primary residence — even if it’s greater in value (with

an upward adjustment if it is greater)
▪ That is purchased or newly constructed within two years of the sale of the original primary

residence
▪ Up to three times (although there’s no limit for those whose houses were destroyed by wildfire or

natural disaster)
These rules are in effect on and after April 1, 2021
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Proposition 19 permits transfer of tax basis …
▪ Anywhere in the state
▪ Previously, tax basis transfer is limited to within the same county (under Prop 60) or to one of 10 counties

that accepts intercounty tax basis transfers (under Prop 90)
▪ Regardless of the value of the replacement primary residence — even if the value is greater than the original

property (with an upward adjustment if it is greater)
▪ Previously, the tax basis can only be transferred to a replacement property of equal of lesser value
▪ Up to three times (with no limit for those whose houses were destroyed by wildfire or natural disaster)
▪ Previously, the tax basis can only be transferred once
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▪ Sale and purchase of property closing on or

after April 1, 2021, clearly qualifies

▪ Implementing legislation could will allow for

such a homeowner to obtain Prop 19 tax
savings
Sale of old before April 1 and purchase
of replacement on or after April 1, 2021
Or
Purchase of replacement before April
1 and sale of old on or after April 1,
2021

▪ Sale and purchase of property closing prior

to April 1, 2021, will likely not qualify

▪ If an agent has a client who wishes to obtain

the tax benefits of Prop 19 for a transaction
that closed prior to April 1, 2021, the client
should be encouraged to seek the advice of
a California real estate attorney or tax
advisor

Previously under Prop 60 and 90, if a qualified homeowner sold their home and purchased a new
home then they could transfer the tax basis if the new home is of “equal or lesser value” which was
defined as:
▪ For new properties purchased at 105% the price of the original, if purchased within one year of

the sale of the original.

▪ This applies for new properties purchased at 110% the price of the original, if purchased within

the second year of the sale of the original.

What will “equal or lesser value” mean under Prop 19?
▪ Answer unclear clear: It could mean the above definitionhas been incorporated into the

implementing legislation. which attempts to account for inflation. Or it could mean simply any
purchase price of the replacement property which is greater than the original
▪ Implementing legislation has clarified that the above definitions will apply.
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How to determine the tax basis of the new property?

Rule 1 for equal or lesser value : If the replacement property is of equal or lesser value to the original primary
residence, then the taxable value of the replacement property remains the same as that of the original primary
residence.
Rule 2 for greater value: If the replacement property is of greater value than the taxable value of the replacement
property will be adjusted by adding the difference in sales price (technically, the “full cash value”) to the taxable
value of the original primary residence.
Here is a sample calculation of the tax basis for a replacement property with a greater value than the original
primary residence.
▪ Original primary residence (OPR) taxable value . . .
$400,000
▪ OPR sold for . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
$900,000
▪ Replacement primary residence (RPP) purchase . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
$1,000,000
▪ Difference between sale price of OPR and purchase price of RPP is . . . . . .
$100,000
▪ Taxable value of RPP is $400,000 plus $100,000 …
$500,000
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A claim must be filed with the assessor of the county in which the
replacement property is located:
▪ Within 3 years of the date a replacement primary residence is purchased

or new construction of that replacement primary residence is completed.

▪ If you file your claim after the 3-year period, relief will be granted

beginning with the calendar year in which you file your claim.

▪ New forms specifically for Prop 19 claims should now be available at all

county assessors.

▪ Clients can be reminded to contact the county assessor to obtain the

appropriate form. If a client has a question as to which is the correct form
or how to fill it out, they should be directed to speak with their legal or tax
advisor.

What if the replacement property has a taxable basis less than the original? Is the homeowner required to
transfer my taxable basis?
▪ No. It’s an election.

If a homeowner shares title with another person on the replacement principal residence, can they still get
the exemption?
▪ Yes. What matters is if 100% of the original primary residence changed ownership (subject to
implementing legislation) ** Subject to Rule 462.540
Does the homeowner have to sell their original property? Can they just transfer it to their son?
▪ Generally, yes, the property must be sold, and no, transferring to the son will not work because the
son will be entitled to an exemption. Typically, the original property must undergo a change of
ownership that subjects the property to reappraisal at full cash value. (subject to implementing
legislation). ** Subject to Rule 462.540

SB 539 – IMPLEMENTING LEGISLATION
❖ Puts Prop 19 into statutory form which is more precise
❖ Addresses many of the Prop 19 loose ends
• Ex: Timing and equal or lesser value, superseding Prop 60/90 but a prior use

doesn’t reduce the three times

❖ Where Prop 19 is silent, nearly all of the pre-Prop 19 rules remain unchanged
• SB 539 reiterates many of these rules. Where SB 539 has left issues unaddressed,

then the BOE is adopting regulations that will achieve the same result.

❖ Apart from Prop 19 changes that we’ve already discussed, the most significant

change is the ADU exception
• Under SB 539 and ADU is not counted as a multi-unit dwelling. Ordinarily, each unit
of a multi-unit dwelling is counted as a single primary residence. So only part of the
tax basis is transferrable. But with ADU’s the entire tax basis can be transferred as
long as either the structures is owner occupied as a primary residence

New Intergenerational Transfer Rules -- that is, transfers of the property tax basis to children and grandchildren.
Previously, the following property transfers were exempt from reassessment:
▪ The principal residence, regardless of its value or use.
▪ All other property up to $1M in value.
Now under Prop 19, a property is only exempt from reassessment if:
▪ The property ”continues as the family home of the transferee,” or if it’s a family farm.
▪ The property is being transferred from a parent to child or grandparent to grandchild.
▪ The homeowners’ exemption (or disabled veterans’ exemption) must be filed at time of transfer or within in one
year.
▪ It is still necessary to file a claim for exemption within three years of the date of purchase (or prior to subsequent
transferee, or if the child no longer occupies the property, whichever is earlier).
This component of Prop 19 went into effect on February 16, 2021.
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General Rule: when assessed value is within $1 million dollars of original tax basis:
If a child or grandchild qualifies by continuing to use the home as a primary residence, then the original Taxable
Value (TV) of the property for that child/grandchild will remain the same as the TV to the parent, unless the
following applies:
Exception: when assessed value is more than $ 1 million dollars over original tax basis:
If the assessed value of family home is more than $1m over the original TV, then the new TV will increase.
For example
▪ Assume the assessed value of the family home is $3m and the original TV is $500k.
▪ Because $3m is more than $1m above the original TV, the new TV will increase.
If so, the new TV will be the new assessed value minus $1 m.
In this case, $3m minus $1m equals $2m, and that is the new TV.

Another way to understand the intergenerational exemption is that the child/grandchild gets $1 million off
the new assessed value of the property (but the new taxable value will not be less than the original
taxable value)
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Do all children have to use a primary residence?
No** Only one transferee needs to maintain the family home as his or her principal residence. ** SB 539 and Rule 462.520

Does the property lose the favorable tax treatment if the child/grandchild stops using the property as a
family home?
Yes** The exclusion applies only as long as the transferee or another transferee maintains the property as his or her family home.

** SB 539
**According to January 8, 2021 Memorandum
from Henry D. Nanjo, Chief Counsel, Legal Department, Board of Equalization

What is a family farm?
Real property which is under cultivation or
which is being used for pasture or grazing, or
that is used to produce any agricultural
commodity …

Does a family farm have to be used as primary
residence?
No **SB 539
Chief Counsel letter, Question 6.

Is a family farm one large continuous
farm or can it be divided up?
It is based on each separate legal parcel
** SB 539

Question
My home is held in a trust and I am the present sole beneficiary. Can I qualify for Prop 19
benefits if I sell my home and buyer a replacement home that will also be held in a trust?
Yes. You qualify for the benefits if you are the present beneficial owner of the trust, not
simply the trustee of the trust. For property tax purposes, the property owner is the
person who has the present beneficial interest of a trust. The trustee holds legal title to
the trust property but may not necessarily be the present beneficial owner.
Question
Can property be transfer through the medium of a trust and receive the
intergenerational tax benefit?
Yes.

Proposition 19 Basics – Intergenerational Transfer
Other Common Questions Disclaimer

C.A.R. Warning to REALTORS®
Estate planning is beyond the scope of real estate licensing
activity. Clients needing information on how Proposition 19
affects their distribution of assets, must be advised to consult
with their own real estate and tax planning attorney.

RESOURCES:
▪ https://www.caprop19.org/

RESOURCES:

▪ car.org/marketing/clients/prop19

RESOURCES:

▪ C.A.R. Legal Q & A:

Proposition 19: Property Tax
Exemption from Reassessment

